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1. Feed Consumption The Feed Tag will help answer some of these questions.
a. What ingredient is there the most of in this feed?
______________________________________
b. What is Ethoxyquin
______________________________________
c. How much feed should you give one adult rabbit?
_________________ per day
d. This “#” is the symbol for what? _____________
e. How many ounces are in a pound of feed? ____
f. What vitamins are given in this feed example?
Hint: there are 7.
1. __________________
2. __________________
3. __________________
4. __________________
5. __________________
6. __________________
7. __________________
g. How much feed will it take to 1# rabbit to get to 4#?
________________________________________
2. Scientific Classification of Rabbits
a. What Kingdom is rabbits: _______________
b. What is the Class: _______________
c. What is the Family: _______________
d. What is the species: _______________
e. What is the Genus: _______________
f. What is the Phylum: _______________
g. What does the word Lagomorpha mean in Greek?

___________________________

h. What is the difference between rabbits and rodents? __________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
i. What are the differences between rabbits and hares? __________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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3.

Disqualifications
Mark the characteristics that would disqualify a rabbit from an ARBA show.
A French Angora male with only one testicle showing.
Marbling appearing in the eye of a chinchilla breed.
A Belgian Hare with a split penis.
A Beveren with milky eye color.
A Giant Angora with red eyes.
A Satin Angora with missing and broken teeth.
An American Sable with the saddle color fading to a paler shade.
A Checkered Giant with 2 different colors of eyes.
A Rex with the ears carried erect.
A six pound Mini Rex.
A chocolate colored Polish.
A Rhinelander with blue eyes.
An English Lop with ears carried low on head.
A Lilac with blue grey eyes.
A Holland Lop weighing 6 pounds.

4. Diseases and Health Conditions How would you treat the following diseases and / or
health conditions? Are they contagious or not?
Condition
Abscesses

Treatment

Contagious or Not

Ear Canker
Big Head Disease
Snuffles
Enterotoxemia
Ringworm
Define culling: ______________________________________________________________
When would you use culling: ____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
This worksheet is designed to be used with Rabbit Resource Handbook, Ohio State.

